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WORK WORK
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Require all players to touch the ball point of attack Require neutrals to touch ball

one of the other players must rotate back PROGRESSION double team to cut off passing lanes PROGRESSION
Limit number of touches Neutrals should look to find open spaces and switch Goal counts only if stopped on end line

the deep player should be an option thru movement With defenders outnumbered, they should try
The deep player can make a run forward but to shepherd attackers to sidelines and look to

the ball under control over the end
COACHING POINTS COACHING POINTS line

Under pressure in the attacking half On change of possession, look for highest target 

EXPLANATION

20x20 yds (per age group)

3v3 to mini-goals with center line

40x40 yds (per age group)

Players go 5v5 with 2 attacking
Goals are only allowed if at least neutrals
1 player is behind the center line Goals are scored when a player dribbles

ACTIVITY 3 3v3 with depth ACTIVITY 4 5v5+2 end line
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION

adjust angle to shepherd in opposite direction Rotate players touches

midsection, use athletic stance - when attacker PROGRESSION defenders try to isolate one attacker, use shielding PROGRESSION
changes direction, defender should drop step and See above and pressure/cover to simplify attack In 2v2, limit number of passes and/or

by making a curved run, engage at an angle the attacking players, attacker must score quickly
rather than "flat" - eyes on attackers hips and 2v2 - attackers attempt to quickly combine and score

COACHING POINTS tackles, and eventually have attacker COACHING POINTS Progress to 2v2 (both players coming
Defender should be in shepherding attacker take a more active role 1v1 - defender must get goal side first then engage in together)

15 yds

Focus on defensive role

15x15 yds

Start activity as 1v1 coming
With passive attacker (slow dribble), from side angles (group 1, then group 2)

work on retreating footwork, drop step Defender attempts to win ball and
Progress to touching ball, block can go to opposite goal

SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION
ACTIVITY 1 1v1 dribble to goal (defensive role) ACTIVITY 2 1v1 side entry -> 2v2

0:45-1:00 5v5+2 TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION
Scrimmage 6v6 scrimmage

1/2 field Moderate 90 mins

SESSION TIME
0:30-0:32 Break

7v7 teams Week of Aug 5 session 1
0:32-0:45 3v3 with depth

0:10-0:20 1v1 defensive progression - back pedal, dribble to goal
0:20-0:30 1v1 side entry -> 2v2 TEAM DATE

EMPHASIS/THEME Small-sided games and rondos with various sizes

TIME DESCRIPTION
0:00-0:05 Arrival game - small-sided mini goals
0:05-0:10 Warmup


